GeoLogic Mapping

North Hollywood HS

Names: _______________________________________________
Team Name and Number: _______________________________
Score: ___/82

Instructions: Partial credit exists! No guessing penalties! Life is good.
1. Describe a sinistral fault and make a simple drawing (2)
A left-lateral strike slip fault, when facing across the fault the block opposite you
moves left(1)

2. Answer the following about the map below

a. What type of map is this? (1) Topographic
b. What is the contour interval? (1) 40ft
c. What does the color green signify in the map? (1)
Dense vegetative cover or forest
d. Draw an elevation profile for the Merced River along its course (3)

1pt for showing continuous decrease in elevation towards the valley
1pt for 2 clear drops at the falls
1pt for a noticeably greater gradient below Vernal Falls

3. Name the general type of map pictured above and describe its similarities to a
topographic map. (2)
Azimuthal (1) and the parallels circling the pole here are similar to contour lines
since this is a flattened projecting of a hemisphere (1)
4. Explain strike and dip. How are they expressed numerically and graphically? (8)
Strike is the horizontal line representing the intersection of a fault or strata with a
horizontal plane (1) It is expressed as either deviation from true north as in N25E
(25 degrees east of north) (1) or as true bearing given in degrees clockwise from
true north (so the example before would be 025) (1)
Dip is the steepest angle of inclination of the fault or strata away from the surface
expressed in degrees (1) It is expressed as degrees of the angle formed between

the strata and the surface (1) and then the direction that it dips to clarify which
side of the strike it dips away towards (1)
Strike and dip are represented as a long horizontal line along the strike with a
short line in the direction of the dip with a number in degrees next to it which is
the angle of the dip (2)
5. Answer the following about tsunamis
a. How tall was the largest tsunami ever recorded to the nearest 100ft? (1)
1700
b. How are the largest tsunamis formed? (2)
Submarine landslides cause large displacement of water and huge waves
over more limited areas
c. List 3 ways in which tsunamis may form (3)
Landslides, thrust faulting and seismic activity, volcanic eruptions, glacial
calving, meteors, rapid barometric pressure changes
6. Describe the eruptions that form the following features (2pt each)
a. Yellowstone caldera
Supervolcanic eruption (1) which is the largest class of volcanic eruption
releasing tons of material in a highly explosive eruption (1)
b. Columbia flood basalts
Fissure eruption (1) which is the largest class of volcanic eruption by
volume of ejecta. Releases large amount of more fluid basaltic magma
along large fountains or fissure zones (1)
c. Maars (no, that isn’t a typo)
Phreatic eruptions (1) of steam. These blast off in explosions without
magma forming broad shallow maar craters (1)
7. Match each of the following descriptions to their type of mass wasting (1pt
each)
a. Gradual movement of primarily surface soil as it expands and contracts
Creep
b. Movement of a block of earth down a curved surface known as a scarp
Slump
c. Debris flow from a volcanic area and volcanic activity
Lahar
d. A type of flow in which rocks and sediment flow like a fluid because they
compress air beneath them
Rock avalanche

8. Which of the following words does not belong? (1)
a. Anticline
b. Cuesta
c. Antiform
d. Dome
B. Cuesta

9. The image is of the Richat Structure (“eye of the sahara”) which
is a geologic feature 25 miles across visible from space. How
could you determine whether the feature is a synform or
antiform? (3)
By determining the age of different strata (1)
If older rocks are towards the center, it’s an antiform whereas if
the younger rocks are towards the center, it’s a synform (2)

10. The image above displays what unique type of rock formation? How is this
formed? (4)
This is columnar basalt (1) which forms from magma (1) which cools very slowly
(1) causing the rock to contract into the generally hexagonal columns depicted in
the waterfall (1)
11. You take a piece of paper and fold it in half. What type of folding does this
represent? (1)
Recumbent is what this is looking for, but chevron is also acceptable

12. Matthew decides to finally quit smoking. He flicks his last cigarette into the
bushes and starts on his new life as a vaper. A forest fire burns away all
vegetative cover in the nearby hills. Answer the following questions.
a. Explain how this will affect the shape of the surrounding hills and
drainage ways (2)
Drainages will become more sharply defined as flowing water downcuts
more easily without vegetation to hold it back. Rills and gullies and smaller
streamcourses will be able to erode sharper channels. (2)
b. What is the largest risk to nearby homes after the fire? (1)
Debris flows (accept mudslides)
c. Millions of years later, how will the grain size in sedimentary strata from
this period compare to other years? Use the terms stream load and
stream competence in your answer (5)
Grain size will be smaller since many finer sediments that had been locked
up by vegetation will now be available for erosion (2). This will increase
stream load and capacity (1), but the flow velocity is not significantly
increased so the competence remains roughly constant (1) meaning that
this does not make the stream able to transport larger sediments nor
transport them better than before (1)
13. What is a shield? Hint: Strategic Homeland Intervention, Enforcement and
Logistics Division is not the correct answer (2)
An exposed region of stable (1) continental craton or crust (1)
14. Answer the following about caves
a. Caves primarily form in what class of rock? (1)
Carbonates; half credit if they name a carbonate rock such as limestone,
dolostone, or marble
b. What is the most common formative agent for caves? (1)
Water
c. Describe speleogens and speleothems (2)
Speleogens are from deposits of previously dissolved minerals (1)
Speleothems are structures formed from erosion of minerals in caves (1)
15. What is a MEGATHRUST earthquake? (3)
The largest class of earthquake (1). Formed from the forced subduction of one
plate under another (2).

16. Answer the following of the image above
a. What type of geologic feature is displayed? (1)
Mid-ocean ridge
b. What is the name of this specific geologic feature? (1)
Mid-Atlantic ridge
c. What are the horizontal cracks running across the image and why do
they form (2)
Fracture zones (1) which help offset bends in the course of the midocean
ridge (1)
d. Which scientist hypothesized the function of these features? (1)
Harry Hess

17. Answer the following about the image above
a. How is the magma formed? (2)

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Flux melting (1) since the moisture released from the subducting plate goes
into the asthenosphere and lowers its melting point causing magma
genesis (1)
What is the accretionary wedge and how is it formed? (2)
The accretionary wedge is an accumulation of sediments (1) which have
been scraped off the subducting plate and accreted onto the overriding
plate (1)
The crust can often be very thin in the backarc (not depicted in the
image). Why is this? (4)
The subducting plate causes a minor
convecting current loop by pulling the
asthenosphere surrounding it down with it.
This means that more asthenosphere must rise
up to replace it which occurs in the backarc
area. The upward push of the rising
asthenosphere pushes up and outwards in both
directions causing crust thinning and
sometimes an actual spreading center. (4)
How does this tectonic setting primarily cause tsunamis? (2)
The overriding plate is locked with the subducting plate. When an
earthquake occurs, the overriding plate snaps forward in relation to the
subducting plate which acts like a wedge displacing large amount of water
causing tsunamis (2)
In which 2 ways does this tectonic setting primarily cause earthquakes?
(4)
Megathrust earthquakes (1) form from the thrusting of the overriding plate
over the subducting plate (1)
Deep focus earthquakes (1) form from the mineral structural changes in
the rock that occur in the subducting plate as it sinks into the mantle (1)
Name all 3 locations in North America where this tectonic setting may be
found (3)
Cascadia subduction zone (along washington and the juan de fuca plate)
Aleutian trench
Puerto rico trench along the eastern caribbean island arc

